
Crochet Hook Test By Shelley Husband 2013 

  http://spincushions.com/ 

 test swatches made with the same cotton, acrylic, bamboo & wool yarns 

 each test done with fresh hands and fingers to accurately gauge tiredness/soreness 

 I hold my hook using pencil grip, but tested some using knife grip too 

Really all of this is just nit picking.  All hooks tested could be used to make a square.  All were serviceable. 

Some are more comfortable than others though.  Comfort = longer hooky time without sore hands and fingers.   

 

Name/Brand/Type Score Comments 

Addi Swing 3.5 mm 

 

7  short shaft - may be hard with some bigger stitches 

 heavy-ish when held in pencil hold - bit unwieldy but useable 

 works well as knife hold - fits hand well 

 really thought I'd hate this, but I didn't.  If I was a knife hold type, it'd be great 

Aluminium 4.5mm  

 
 

6  thumb and finger flattened areas hurt my fingers after a short time due to raised 
size and name 

 cold to hold 

 hard to insert into tight stitches - point of hook seems a little flat 

 very slippery - have to hold firmly which leads to tired hand sooner and sorer 
finger pads 

Aluminium shaft in flat smooth bamboo handle 5mm 
 
(pictured as comparison in other pics) 
 
 

9  my fave hook before the test  and what the others have been compared to in pics 

 Shaft beginning to become loose and twist when in tight stitches 

 can use for long time comfortably 

 warm to hold 

 handle starting to get a bit slippery and too smooth with use 

http://spincushions.com/


Anodised Aluminium Shaft in Shiny Plastic Handle 
5mm 
 

 
 

5  hard plastic handle with finger/thumb grip half way down handle - unwieldy (I 
held it above the indents after a while) 

 hook only in handle by about 1 cm 

 Shaft loose in handle (lender said it one fell out first time she used it) 

 handle felt squeaky 

Birch Aluminium shaft in Round plastic handle 4.5 mm 
 

 
 

 

4  nowhere to hold?  found myself holding on edge of handle 

 really, really hard to crochet with 

 tried knife grip as well which was a little better, but still not "right" - my fingers 
were still on the edge of the handle 

 Don't think I'd get used to this one 

 didn't snag any yarns 

Boye anodised aluminium no handle 5mm 
 

 
 
 

6  thumb and finger flattened areas hurt my fingers after a short time due to raised 
size and name 

 cold to hold 

 have to grip harder as it's a bit slippery so hand gets tired quite quickly 

 nice colours :) 

Brittany birch wood turned end 5 mm 
 

 

8  inline hook with point 

 makes you feel like you are doing magic - feels special 

 no finger placement ridges -smooth shaft 

 hook shape gave better result on acrylic than bamboo and cotton which were 
looser 

 bigger result due to hook shape - maybe a full hook size? 

 point very good for inserting into stitches 



Clover Amour 4 mm 
 

 
 

8  triangular grip shape, flat for thumb - triangle peak on reverse 

 hard plastic grip coated in silicon - very tacky 

 longer shaft than my bamboo handled 

 super smooth shaft - very good = faster crochet 

 great on all yarns - even bamboo 

 because of way I hold the hook, the triangle peak seemed to be in the wrong spot  
for me 

Clover Soft Touch 5mm 
 

 
 

9.5  super smooth shaft 

 very similar shape to my fave bamboo handled 

 hook shaft shorter 

 hard plastic handle with oval shaped piece of silicon/rubber for thumb 

 pity about the colour - reminiscent of earwax 

Crochet Lite 4.5 mm 

 

7  ridged rubber grip on plastic handle 

 battery operated 

 surprisingly comfortable to use 

 used in tv lit room (otherwise dark) felt like my eyes were straining - not light 
enough 

 hard to see stitches in red yarn 

 a good hook, but gimmicky light not enough to crochet in the dark 
For the love of yarn aluminium hook with hand 
formed handle  4 mm 

 
 

7  indents front and back for fingers  

 seems to suit knife grip a bit better than pencil grip 

 hook on slight angle to finger grips but it works in combination with the knife grip 



Knitpro Symfonie 4.5 

 
 

7  size markings wore  off first time I used it 

 indentation  edges not gradual so ridges quite sharp in finger/thumb indents - 
hurt fingers after a while 

 good sharp point to insert into stitches 

 hook tip a bit too sharp and tended to snag the previous stitch with all yarn types 

 warm to hold 

 pretty & nice details 

Knitpro/ Knitter's Pride Waves 4 mm 
 

 
 

9  hard plastic handle coasted in silicon, not as tacky as Clover Amour 

 handle almost same shape as my bamboo - very slightly thicker 

 smooth shaft - great all on yarns - fast hooking :) 

 my middle finger seemed to sit on the top edge of the handle where it meets the 
shaft - bit of a corner.  I think I could adjust my grip a little over time if I had these 

Knitpro Soft Touch Gold Tip 4 mm 
 

 
 

9  hard plastic handle coated in silicon, slightly less tacky than the Knitpro Waves, 
not as comfortable as Waves 

 super smooth shaft  - like tulips - smoother than Waves 

 Like the waves, my middle finder sits on the edge - could adjust grip 

 tip is flattened point - different to what I'm used to, but works well if I change the 
angle to insert into stitches 

Plastic 4mm 
 

 
 

4.5  thumb/finger flattened area  towards the middle of the hook which means a 
super long shaft to work with.  Tricky! (I held it above the indents after a while) 

 feels squeaky on the yarns 

 bendy - would break easily 

 cotton & bamboo seemed to split a bit 



Pony Bamboo 5 mm - inline head 

 
 

6  completely round, no finger indents 

 much looser crocheting due to head shape, I'd say a full hook size up 

 harder to insert for ss 

 a bit slippery so I had to hold it harder, may lead to fatigue 

 yarn slipped off a lot - due to me being used to grips to guide me with twisting - 
probably would not be a problem  after more practice 

RX Pink (Tulip Etimo Rose copy) 4.5 mm 

 
 

7  No silicone coating on plastic handle 

 identical handle shape to Tulip 

 Shaft not as smooth as Tulip 

 bit slippery to hold  - means tighter grip which could lead to fatigue 

 no snagging  

Tulip 4.5 
 

 
 

 
 

8.5  Pink & grey are identical apart from colour 

 Hard plastic handle with silicone coating - tackier than Knitpro Waves, not as 
much as Clover Amour 

 super smooth shaft on all yarns = fast hooking 

 Would have to adjust my grip a little if I had these but not much 

 

 


